
A Peek at Our Week

Spiritual

Things to Know

Social/Emotional

Physical

Academic

K4: pre-kindergarten 
born on or before  10/01/2016

Letters: 

● introducing consonants

● beginning and ending with the 

letter “Tt”

Writing 

● reviewing vowel letters 

● introducing “T” and “L”

Numbers 

● counting 1-20  

● number concepts 1-6

Bible stories 

● Baby Moses 

● Hannah Prays for a Son 

Memory Verse: Psalm 23:1 The Lord is 

my Shepherd 

The kids are learning more and more 

about self awareness. They do this by 

recognizing their own name and the 

names of their friends. They take turns 

having conversations with each other. 

They also acknowledge when they 

have made appropriate and 

inappropriate choices. 

Students are learning: 

● to quietly raise a hand when they 

have something to say  

● to use scissors 

● to paint with a paintbrush  

Remember to pack your kids their own water bottle everyday.

Our fall picture day is Wednesday, October 7 at 9:15 a.m.
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A Peek at Our Week

Spiritual

Things to Know

Social/Emotional

Physical

Academic

PS: born 10/02/2016 - 12/2017

Letters 

● short sound of “o” 

● “o” as in otter 

Numbers: 

● counting 0 - 10

● concept of “3”

Writing

● trace and write uppercase 

and lowercase “Oo”

● trace and write “3” 

Bible stories: 

● story of Joseph (part 1 and 2). 

Review verse: 

● Psalm 18:30 As for God, His way is 

perfect

Memory verse: 

● Psalm 23:1 The Lord is my Shepherd

Goals for the week: 

● to evaluate the children’s 

understanding of academic 

material learned thus far. 

● to teach children to listen and to 

follow instructions 

The kids have been really patient about 

sharing different toys. They are 

understanding the idea of “mine” and “his” 

or “hers.” So when the toy is “hers/his” 

they understand that it’s not yet theirs. 

The kids are busy cutting and glueing 

while doing different kinds of projects. 

The teachers are letting them cut 

along the line on their own! This helps 

with strengthening their fine motor 

skills. 

Remember to pack your kids their own water bottle everyday.

Our fall picture day is Wednesday, October 7 at 9:15 a.m.
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